
Introducing   

Flipping Lids
“Know when it’s truly time to discard food ” 

TARGET MARKET:

• Families 
• Cooking enthusiasts  

FEATURES:

• Smart food sensor tells when food expires
• Beautiful design with matching components 

 

PATENT INFORMATION:

A patent application was filed in May of 2021 
and is in patent pending status. 

SUMMARY:

Suzzanne Gonnella is flipping the lid on a solution 
and taking the steps toward solving a food safety 
problem. Are we ever certain when that saved 
meal in the refrigerator might have expired? Gath-
erings, parties, or just leftover food saved for later 
either tossed too soon or we stressed on eating 
what might be perfectly fine, to only more often 
than not lead to the decision to toss, discard and 
waste. 
 That is one of several instances that sprung 
Flipping Lids into existence for Suzzanne and her 
family. Embedded with a smart food sensor and 
designed to be carried from the table to the fridge 

with a flip of the lid. Flipping Lid’s collection of 
smart food storage kitchenware offers the ability 
to identify when you truly missed out.  
 Flipping Lids will help entertain the critics 
and plaster smiles on the faces of those we care 
for as they can confidently recognize stored items 
are safe to enjoy again.  Let us face it, we all have 
cooked ourselves toward that moment, time to 
hunt down that matching lid and container. Not 
with flipping lids, you’ll detect from your first use. 
With the flip of the lid convenience of storing 
leftovers to a smart food sensor encased in the 
design of our lids that warns with a colorimetric 
design onboard changing from yellow to red sig-
nifying when it is truly time to discard. The time 
has come for consumers to the end-users alike to 
safely identify when to waste or not waste. Flip-
ping Lids spoilage and contamination sensor 
warns with ease when it is no longer safe to con-
sume saved items. Move forward with confidence 
to enjoy again as Flipping Lids smart food stor-
age kitchenware offers the ability to conveniently 
store away both in and out of use and help solve 
throwing food away without ever knowing if it is 
spoiled or not.
 Hot and cold storage ECO-FRIENDLY, MICRO-
WAVABLE, DISHWASHER SAFE 

Flipping Lids

Colorimetric design 
signifies when it is truly 
time to discard.

See how it works!
Watch the video at 

www.MyFlippinLids.com



Flipping Lids
_____________________________ 

Suzzanne Gonnella

About the Developer 
Suzzanne Gonnella is an avid cook who like most of us has had to wonder “is 
this food still good?” She knew that the technology was available and that it 
could be applied to this age-old question.  She came up with a solution and 
working with Mars Rising Network, She had the invention refined to prepare 
this essential new design into a commercial product. She is actively seeking 
a company that would have an interest in partnering with her to get this 
product on the market.   

For more information:

Inventor

Suzzanne Gonnella

Barneget, NJ 

PH:  (732) 551-9277

Email: MyFlippinLids@gmail.com

www.MyFlippinLids.com

888-627-7747  /  888-MARS-RISING
www.themarsrisingnetwork.com  •   BBB A+ 5 Star Consumer Rating

Member of the 


